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“An Adversity Rockstar is someone who is highly admired while facing serious difficulty or misfortune.”    
                                                                 –         Aric Morrison

Aric is no stranger to the stage, radio, and television, as he uses his incredible story as inspiration, motivation, 
and education to enhance his presentations. To date, many local and national audiences have heard him speak 
on several topics ranging from overcoming adversity, keeping perspective, and finding inspiration, along with 
other messages delivered through his dynamic stage presence and storytelling abilities.

Whether your audience is 10 or 10,000, in North America or abroad, Aric Morrison will deliver a tailormade 
presentation to gain perspective and hope. Aric’s passion lies within his efforts to give back to help others live a 
positive and hopeful life. His mantra has always been, “If one person can be helped, my time was well worth 
the effort.”

Each time Aric steps onto the stage, emotions are his driving force. While no two speeches are exactly the 
same, they are always extremely heartfelt, refreshing, and true as he intertwines his life experiences into his 
message. Following his message, Aric is open to offering a question & answer session, depending on the needs 
and desires of his audience. If your audience needs a refresher on perspective, a morale boost, grounding, or 
they simply need a man to share a captivating, relatable, and inspirational story for hope and motivation, Aric is 
your perfect match.



Become an Adversity Rockstar
Aric customizes his presentations to match the needs of his audience while

keeping inspiration, motivation, and education at the forefront.

Aric has been interviewed by:

Baseball Hall of Fame Player, Jim Rice
Sports Writer Boston Globe, Author, Contributor ESPN the Magazine

TV Personality, Dan Shaughnessy
New England Sports Network TV Broadcaster, NFL Tonight, Kathryn Tappen

New England Emmy Winning Broadcast TV Personality, Tom Caron
Former Quarterback NFL, Doug Flutie

and others…

Speaking Topics:
Perseverance
Many times people lose focus on their ability to consistently challenge themselves personally and 
professionally. In this tailormade message, Aric shares his son's story and his own struggle with adversity. 
Through his story, his audience will realize the power they possess to accomplish their dreams, gain the 
most out of life, and remain focused.

Adversity
Aric has dedicated his life to helping others overcome adversity. Due to adversity having many moving parts, 
there is a wide range of topics to be brought to the forefront. In this message, Aric chooses the topics that 
are a right fit for your audience, to systematically enable them to overcome their adversities. As a father of 
one critically ill disabled little boy, he understands firsthand what it takes to face adversity head on.

Change Navigation  
Following Aric's systematic Change Navigation Model, he illustrates the steps that need to be taken to face 
adversity head on, in hopes of overcoming them. His model consists of 4 parts, which total 20 easy to follow 
action steps. You can learn more about the Change Navigation Model in his book, Adversity Rockstar.

Life
In this message, Aric shares his views on life in a genuine and sensitive manner, according to the Adveristy 
Rockstar method. He takes his audience from expectations to experiences, and from facing obstacles to 
overcoming hardships. This message then concludes with Aric's unique ability to permanently help his 
audience to never lose sight of their unique gifts.

Stealing Home 
Stealing Home is Aric's most recent upcoming book. In this message, your audience will hear heart-
wrenching stories about Aric's son's struggle with being critically ill, and a father's struggle with the 
hardships that accompanied it. This message is truly one of inspiration, motivation, and empowerment. 

Hope / Inspiration
Throughout Aric's en�re journey, the word HOPE has held special meaning to him. This word, his perspec�ve on 
it, and how it literally kept him remaining confident during the darkest of hours, is the basis for this on-stage 
presenta�on. You and your audience will appreciate his tender and impac�ul message.



“Last night I had to put my dog, Nicky Bear down. He is half Golden Retriever, half German Shepard, and he was my best 
friend. I was up all night crying because he wasn't sleeping on the floor next to me, and instead outside buried in our back-
yard. I just wanted to dig him up and bring him back inside. Anyways, I just want you to know that I am in step one of your 
Change Navigation Model. I am not a crier, and I don't do well with any type of emotional drama. But, because of your 
teachings on becoming an Adversity Rockstar, I am choosing to face it head-on; instead of burying my emotions deep in-
side. So, thank you!”

Elena Rahrig
10x Author

International Speaker & Business Consultant

AdversityRockstar.com
Aric@AdversityRockstar.comWHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT ARIC MORRISON

“As an Author, TV Show Host, and International speaker I’ve seen hundreds of people speak, so I know a rockstar when I 
see one; and that rockstar is Aric Morrison! The stories he shares are relatable, his ideas to overcome any obstacle in life 
are easy to apply, and his book truly is The Bible for those who want to overcome adversity. When I meet people who have 
the need to work through overwhelming situations in their life, the 1st person I think of introducing them to is Aric. The 
Adversity Rockstar is not only his brand, it’s who he truly is!”

Cami Baker
Author of Mingle to Millions

Author of Lead or Be Led

“Working in an inner-city ER, I see all walks of life and problems. I work in an academic setting at a city hospital and mentor 
medical students, residents, and fellows. Adversity abounds all over in different shapes and sizes, and some truly un-
imaginable. I find myself realizing, while Aric is not a trained therapist, he is an inspiration, motivator, and is able to help 
everyone who takes the time to work through his methods. I was struck by how each step in Aric’s Change Navigation 
Model makes sense, is critical, and flows simply. His model is exceptionally helpful, sensible, and intuitive. Aric teaches 
beautifully how we all face adversity and how we characterize it individually, as our perspective is how we see the depth 
and severity of the adversity. You must believe in yourself, as Aric did; and use his steps to conquer!” 

Barbara M Walsh, MD
Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics & Division of Pediatric Emergency Medicine

Director, Pediatric Emergency Medicine In situ and Mobile Outreach Simulatino
Associate Clinical Director of Pediatrics / Solomont Simulation Center

“I have had the privilege of collaborating with Aric Morrison in his work as a Professional Coach. I am familiar with his Men-
tor Coaching roles with varied clients, and as he evaluated and guided other coaches in their work. Aric brings a unique a-
bility and background to the Professional Coaching field. His work in executive business settings and roles make him part-
icularly suited to engage individuals in a broad range of situations. His practice as a Professional Coach applies the sub-
stantial experience and training that he has had. Through my years in practicing and teaching Psychiatry and Psycho-
analysis as a Clinical Professor at Baylor College of Medicine, and most recently in practicing and teaching Professional 
Coaching, I know Aric as an exceptionally accomplished professional. I highly and unequivocally recommend him.”

David Krueger MD
Dean of Curriculum

Coach Training Alliance
CEO, MentorPath
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